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Crawford stages second comeback at dinner theatre
--theatre-

By WALT SPEARMAN

Second Time Around
Village Dinner Theatre

The Second Time Around proves better
than the first for widower Broderick
Crawford and widow Mary Alice Moore at
the Village Dinner Theater this month even
though the old folks "wished we had met
sooner so we could have drunk coffee
together instead of Sanka." And veteran
actors Crawford and his real-lif- e wife. Miss
Moore, make an engaging pair indeed when
they confront their uptight children with the
startling announcement that they plan to live

together instead of marry so they won't lose
their Social Security benefits.

His applauded appearance at the Village
Dinner Theater is the "second time around"
in another way for Broderick Crawford, who
won an Academy Award for his leading role
in All the King's Men (Huey Long) back in
1949, played Lennie in Steinbeck's Of Mice

who doesn't really want to get married,
Crawford is having a high old time at the
Village and makinga lark of the whole thing,
bringing gruff joviality to the role that
delights his audience. And his wife, Mary
Alice Moore, makes her role of Laura Curtis
(widowed) so warm and supportive that it's a
joy to watch this superb team work together
on stage.

The first act sets up what plot there is and
gets the show off to a good start, but in the
middle of the second act the plot
disintegrates into a very funny series of one-liner- s,

double-take- s and slapstick comedy
without bothering to be very coherent. By

that time Crawford and Moore have their
audience and make them like it.

The best support comes from Jerry
Grayson as Mike Curtis, Laura's neurotic,
mother-pecke- d, thumb-suckin- g son, whose
facial reactions, impeccable comic timing
and hilarious mugging constantly bring
down the house. He is the best comedian to
appear at the Village in months and would

have stolen the show from anybody but the
professional Crawford and Moore. His wife
Eleanor (played amusingly by Ann Hodges)
is hung up on "simultaneous orgasms" and
goads her husband to comment "Other men
go to bed with a woman; 1 go to bed with a
book of instructions."

In the role of Cynthia Morse, daughter to
Samuel Jonas, Sue Garrett-Ha- ll is just as
repressed and analyst-ridde- n as Laura's son
Mike; and to cap it off, she is married to her
analyst. Dr. Arthur Morse, played by
Eugene A. Texas in an incredibly phoney
style, all surface tics and no internal
character. In a brief scene at the end of the
third act Jonas' grandson, Bruce Morse
(Jerry Colbert), and his girl friend Angelique
(Kathreen Harrison), play a charming bit as
the uptight third generation who gladly use.

Grandpa's apartment for their rendezvous
but rather disapprove of Grandpa's doing
the same thing. Colbert is a graduate of
UNC-- and Harrison is a student at
Queen's College in Charlotte.

and Men, and had long television runs in

Highway Patrol and The Interns. Illness and
an automobile accident in the 1960's slowed
Crawford down, but he is now back on his
"second time around" with a successful tour
with his wife after recently completing three
new movies: The Howard Hughes Mystery,
a thriller entitled Proof of the Man and The
Private Files ofJ. Edgar Hoover, in which he
plays the controversial director of the FBI.

As Samule Jonas, the middle-age- d lover
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By CARL R. FOX
Drink of the Week

Mai-T- ai

For many years the islands in the Caribbean and
South Pacific have been known for their friendly
natives and leisurely lifestyles. We picture their
inhabitants running around in grass skirts or
sipping on coconut milk. This is hardly the extent
of their existences, lor t hese same naive natives are
busily distilling all types of rum from the cane
products which flourish in such warm climates.
Still other natives are busy creating flavorful,
refreshing rum drinks like Pina Colladas,
Planter's Punch and Calypso Coolers. It is from
these islands that we have received the recipe for
the Drink of the Week - the Mai Tai. An enticing
combination of alcohol punch and true fruit
flavors, the Mai Tai will appeal to anyone with the
least bit of a sweet tooth. If you like the exotic, try
the Mai Tai. It brings the islands to you.

Ingredients for the Mai Tai:

2 os. light rum; I oz. Triple Sec; 'A or. lime juice;

'i oz. Orgeat; VS oz. grenadine syrup; dash 151

rum; cherry; pineapple wedge.
Shake well with cracked ice and strain into a

large glass one-thir- d filled with
crushed ice. Garnish with the cherry speared to a
pineapple wedge. Float 151 rum on top. Serve
with straws.
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LUSCIOUS NATURAL FOODS SERVED IN A FRIENDLY,
COZY SETTINGCAMPUS COPY CENTER

ON THE ALLEY BY THE PORTHOLE RESTAURANT

8 AM-- 8 PM - MONOAY-FRIDA- Y

8 AM-1- 2 NOON SATURDAY 929-31-

CONTINENTAL VEGETARIAN AND SEAFOOD CUISINE
EXOTIC SALADS, SANDWICHES AND OMELETTES

HOMEMADE SOUPS. BREADS AND DESSERTS
SMOOTHIES, SHAKES, HERBAL TEAS AND COFFEE
CHOICE SELECTION OF DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED

BEER AND WINE"

(Bring this ad for a 50$ discount on a dinner entre)

452 W. FRANKLIN ST. 967-67-MON.-SAT- .: 11:30-2:3- 0 & 5:30-9:3- 0?..
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TheMinox'llOs. A remarkably
sophisticated new pocket camera.

The Minox 1 1 0S is not an ordinary point-and-sho- ot pocket
camera. It is a precision engineered instrument of outstanding
capability.

It offers an f2.8 lens, an automatic electronic shutter with speeds
from 1 1 000 to 4 seconds and manual aperture control.

The viewfinder has automatic parallax compensation and
displays the aperture setting. Focusing is from 2 feet to infinity.

But for all its advanced features, the Minox 1 10S still weighs only
5 ounces, less than any other rangef inder pocket camera.

It's easy to take great photos with such a great little camera.

See the Minox 11 OS today.
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